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Background
Robert Frank’s work The
Americans, published
in 1959; contained
controversial content
because the meaning
was misunderstood. In
the beginning, Frank
was accused of being
misguided, mean-spirited,
and anti-American
because his work showed
poor people, sad people
and messy streets. His
work at the time was
viewed by popular
photographers as blurry,
grainy, with muddy
exposures and drunken
horizon lines.
But the photos are open
for interpretation the
same way a painting
in a museum is. By the
end of the 1960’s Frank
was considered a social
observer and an artist who
changed the course of
modern photography.
In The Americans, and
“From the Bus”, Frank
created a generation
of street photographers
in the 1960’s and
70’s. According to
photographer Mary Ellen
Mark at the Tate Galleries,
September 2004, “He’s a
narrative photographer.
Looking at his pictures
is like watching a part
of film; you can imagine
what is happening around
the frame”.

post-war era and contrast
them with how photos
can represent observations
of daily life today. When
Frank traveled, he would
pick a few things that
he felt represented each
location.
I came across Frank’s
series “From the Bus”,
1958 which was
published several months
before The Americans.
It was a series of
photographs that bridged
the gap between still and
moving pictures. Through
my photo narrative I will
attempt to contextualize
each image similar to
Frank’s work.
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Over the course of this
project I took a series of
digital photos using a Canon
EOS Rebel T7. These are
the select few that I believe
represent my New York and
pay tribute to Robert
Frank’s work.
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I will demonstrate how I
think Frank would capture
modern New York City
and the street scenes in a
new era of transportation
and commerce.
My photo research
defined the New York
City I know using our
present day store-front
window displays, and
food vendors that are
now more elaborate and
glorified, while capturing
pedestrians walking,
waiting, and sometimes
in motion themselves.
I plan to create an
updated iconology of
contemporary America.

I propose to study how
Robert Frank’s photos
show us his observations
of daily life in the
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Methods
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When I started this project
I spent time studying The
Americans and Google
searching photos from New
York that Robert Frank took.
I selected three of Frank’s
photos from The Americans,
one from his series “From the
Bus”, and five others.
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These past two months I have
explored the city. I began
in my own neighborhood,
Chelsea, and walked to
Union Square, where I
captured a little piece
of nature at the Farmers
Market. The challenge was
capturing the hussle of New
Yorkers and the beauty of
fresh produce. I went inside
a stand. I wanted to grab
a moment, the motion of
people and the stationary
wall structure made
of vegetables.
On a separate occasion I
rode the 14th Street and the
23rd Street crosstown bus
from the west to east where I
captured images like Robert
Frank’s “From the Bus”.
Frank had a way of making

still pictures tell a story. The
bus series was his bridge
into moving pictures, which
lead into film making. When
taking these photos I would
stop and get multiple angles.
I would even take some as I
was walking which created
a blur effect and drunken
horizon line.
My favorite part of this whole
experience was going out
to explore right as the rain
was slowing down. Puddles
create a fun reflective
perspective. The hardest part
was getting what I see in
color to be as meaningful in
black and white.
In some ways Robert Frank’s
experience of the 1950’s in
New York is similar to mine
because on the streets we
see people still valueing
material items. However we
have improved by recycling
clothing and cars. Some refer
to them as “vintage”.
In addition New York has
charming small stores and
food vendors. But since
the 1950’s New York has
expanded the street and food
culture through bringing
vasts amounts of farm
produce to city streets and a
variety of foods to food carts.

